All psychology **faculty** members have been assigned a Principal Investigator account on Sona Systems and can set up studies.

**GSAs or Undergraduate students performing thesis-related research** need to request a researcher account once they are ready to set up a study or once they are waiting for IRB approval.

- To request a researcher account, go to http://floridatech.sona-systems.com/ and click on sonaadmin@fit.edu towards the bottom of the page.

- Write an e-mail to the administrator of Sona Systems. Subject line: request an account. **Provide your Tracks Username and the name of the professor you will be working under.**

- An account will be created by the administrator and you will receive an e-mail from Sona Systems with your password.

- Log in to http://floridatech.sona-systems.com/ with your Tracks Username and Sona-created password. You may change your password once you logged in for the first time.